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Michael La Borde Mon, Apr 23, 2018 at 8:21 AM
To: steve.houchin@lacity.org
Cc: daniel.halden@lacity.org

Hello Sir. My name is Michael LaBorde and I reside at 1813 N Van Ness Ave, apt 4, 90028. I would like to make a formal
complaint regarding the activities at 1807 N Van Ness Ave. The degradation of quality of life issues have escalated to a
point where we are now contacting our city council. I received your contact info from Field Deputy Dan Halden from Mitch
O'Farrell's office.

I used to live next door to a lovely large family residence but that has all changed when Lorenzo Alvarez purchased the
property and within 18 months has turned the property into a neighborhood nuisance. The long time neighbors had
become accustomed to a quiet living environment but now have a commercial business as a neighbor. I fully belief this
property is operating as a "hotel" or "hostel" and has far surpassed what an Airbnb would operate as.

This property has become a 24/7 non-stop invasive business for travelers from all over. For example:
1) I have witnessed transport style vans/mini-bus' dropping off people and their luggage.
2) I have also witnessed camper pick-ups, with out of state license plates, parked for more than 72 hours. I believe people
could be using the residence for their common area/bathroom use and sleeping in their camper truck.
3) Many times I see cars parked only partially into the driveway, at 1807, but the majority of the car is overlapping the city
sidewalk for hours at a time.
4) The noises that are generated from this property go well beyond 10PM. 
5) During some of the popular holidays or 3 day weekends I have seen upwards of 75+ people there. 
6) With the volume of people that are on this property also comes the massive increase of Marijuana smoking that myself
and my landlord find very offensive, as we do not smoke. In the evenings I have witnessed a few individuals smoking
Marijuana in front of the house on the public sidewalk. 

With the heaviest time of our cities tourist season ramping up very fast I am writing to you in an attempt to circumvent any
increases in what is already an unpleasant neighborhood because of what has been going on from as far back as the
spring of 2017. 
We have called the LAPD at least 3-4 times and the last contact with them was for the neighbors to contact their
councilman.

Mr. Houchin, I wish to thank you for the opportunity to write to you. I look forward to see how you can improve the quality
of life issues here and to resolve this matter. I wish to be kept in the info loop as to how your office handles this situation.

Sincerely,
Michael LaBorde
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